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Foreword
As instant payments schemes continue to roll
out across the world, this not only impacts B2C
companies, but also has a knock-on effect on the full
value chain of globally connected corporates
Treasury departments have been slowly moving from batch and daily
processes to more real-time systems, and this is only set to accelerate.
In fact, this trend seems irreversible. At a recent treasury conference, a
treasurer from a leading B2B multinational described that they had only
recently recognised the transformational impact that real-time payments
could have, and that they were keen to ramp up preparations. This is
indicative of other common trends - the move from operational treasury
to a more strategic treasury focus, from bank account management
to dynamic balance sheet management, and from managing bank
relationships to managing relationships with commercial partners. It’s
clear that change is the only constant.
We hope you find this paper further clarifies the benefits that can be
realised, and is a valuable source of inspiration on your journey towards a
fully real-time treasury.
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Introduction
It’s the beginning of a new year. It’s 2021 or perhaps
2022. What do you see when you first come into the
office in the morning?
This is assuming that you still need to come into work early in the morning, and
indeed, that you come into the office at all. You are more likely to be out in the field
helping a new business unit roll out its digital sales channel, or you might be working
from home. You may still (for nostalgia’s sake) have a screen on your desk, but
everything you need is on your phone or tablet.
The concept of a daily cash position is long gone: cash is sent and received 24/7 so
your bank account balance (of which you probably have only one per currency or
even just one account) is changing dynamically on screen all the time. As soon as
cash is received onto the account, it is automatically reconciled and posted to the
customer account, which the sales teams can see straight away. Payments are made
automatically and received at the precise point they are due, or the system may
calculate when an early payment discount is most advantageous. An alert comes
through to say that a trade shipment can be released. That’s good. Annoyingly, it had
been in dock for nearly an hour (gone are the hours or days of the past) – apparently
the wifi connection was weak.
Surplus cash is invested automatically, in accordance with group risk, return and
diversification policy; similarly, real-time cash-flow forecasts pinpoint the exact time
and amount of borrowings that may be required. The most beneficial borrowing
conditions in line with group policy are automatically identified and the relevant
counterparties alerted. Meanwhile, FX risks are calculated dynamically, and hedges
adjusted incrementally.
But what are treasurers doing while the combined forces of Robotic Process
Automation (RPA), Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) shoulder the operational burden? Will they be redundant? Far from it. They
will be doing the job they are employed to do: analysing data, making decisions
and managing group-wide risk and liquidity. Today’s treasurers, let alone those
of tomorrow, do not add value by processing paperwork and pushing data and
transactions between systems. Rather, they do this by shaping strategy, enabling
growth, and making the company financially robust, efficient and competitive.
Is the real-time treasury a concept that will be realised by our children or
grandchildren? We won’t have to wait that long. There are aspects of the real-time
treasury that are already taking shape, with momentum building. This paper explores
some of the solutions, innovations and opportunities that are enabling treasurers, with
the help of their banking and technology partners, to realise the real-time treasury, and
play a leading role in driving business success.
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1. Real-time payments
Spurred by the advent of instant and real-time
payments schemes around the world, the acceleration
of cash transfers will ultimately have a transformative
effect on treasury
Rather than managing cash and risk
positions on a daily basis, these will need
to become far more dynamic activities.
Even if treasury does not use real-time
payments, collections could be received
at any time of the day or night, incurring
risk and liquidity implications.
1.1 Global instant payments landscape
Real-time or instant payments are
proliferating globally as regulators and
central banks seek to reduce friction in
payment processes and enhance the
customer experience of banking.
At a domestic level, countries, such
as the UK (Faster Payments) and
Singapore (FAST), have taken an early
lead, but there are now more than 40
domestic schemes at varying stages
of development and implementation
worldwide (see Figure 2), notably
including both the eurozone and the US.

Figure 1: Tracking SCT Inst progress
Already, 1070 payment service providers have
joined the scheme – accounting for 26% of
European PSPs.

Country
UK
Sweden
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania
Germany
Austria
France
Spain
Portugal
Italy
Bulgaria

Number of
PSPs now live
1
1
1
3
4
404
470
51
88
10
22
1

In November 2017, the Single Euro
Payments Area (SEPA) Instant Credit
Transfer (SCT Inst) was launched
Source: European Payments Council, 19 July 20182
with the aim of enabling consumers
and businesses in all 34 countries of
the SEPA zone to make instant crossborder payments. The scheme had
been adopted by more than 26% of European payment service providers (PSPs)
by July 2018,1 allowing their customers to make and receive instant euro credit
transfers both within and across national borders (Figure 1).
It is not only domestic and pan-European payments that are accelerating. A variety
of cross-border payment initiatives now exist, most notably SWIFT’s global payment
innovation (gpi) and blockchain-based Ripple. In July 2018, SWIFT reported that more
than 180 banks – covering more than 100 currencies and 450 country corridors – had
signed up to SWIFT gpi.3
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Figure 2: Current status of real-time payments schemes around the world
Live (45)
Australia
Bahrain
Belize
Brazil
Cambodia
Chile
China
Colombia
Denmark
Denmark (MobilePay)
Europe (SCT and SCMs)
Finland
Ghana
Iceland
India

Italy
Italy (JIFFY)
Japan
Kenya
Latvia
Mexico
Nicaragua
Nigeria
Norway
Philippines
Poland
Singapore
South Africa
South Korea
Spain (Bizum)

Spain (Iberpay)
Sri Lanka
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
UAE
United Kingdom
(Paym, Faster Payments,
Pingit)
United States
(TCH, Zelle)

Planning (11)
Belgium
Canada
Hong Kong
Hungary
Malaysia
Netherlands
New Zealand
Romania
Saudi Arabia
Slovenia
United States (Federal
Reserve)

Source: InstaPay Tracker, 19 July 20184

Figure 3: The impact of real-time and APIs on treasury
Would you value the ability to move
cash/liquidity in real time 24/7
and do you think this would help
you manage your liquidity more
efficiently, e.g. through investing
surplus cash balance?

3.2%

11.9%

Yes
No
Other

What do you think the
impact will be of realtime payments on your
treasury department?

High impact
Medium impact
Low impact
No impact

6.3%

16.6%

Source: Euromoney 2018
Survey – ‘The Impact of
real time and APIs on
treasury’, July 20185

84.9%

How do you think
24/7 instant payments
will impact liquidity
planning, forecasting
and placement?

3.3%

9.8%

11.9%
29.6%

Positive impact
Negative impact
Other

86.9%
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In major corridors, such as that between the US and China, SWIFT gpi already
accounts for almost 50% of payment traffic.
The immediate proposition of SWIFT gpi is same-day – rather than real-time –
payments, together with the ability to track payments throughout their lifecycle. While
the speed of payment is likely to accelerate quickly, there are still questions around
compliance with sanctions screening and anti-money-laundering regulations. Even so,
the ability to make and collect same-day cross-border payments, and to track them
throughout their lifecycle, is a major step towards the real-time treasury vision.
1.2 Benefits of instant payments
Although many instant payment schemes have originated with the needs of
consumers in mind, the value and potential implications are just as profound for
corporations, particularly for incoming payments.
A 2018 survey undertaken by Euromoney revealed that 86.9% of the 233 global
treasurers surveyed now recognise the positive impact that instant payments could
have on their departments (See Figure 3).6 Initially, the low limits on individual
payment value, and the efficiency with which many corporations have already
structured their payment processes, suggested that existing instant payment
schemes would offer little value to corporations. However, as the value limits on
instant payment initiatives increase (see Figure 4), and the potential liquidity and risk
benefits of real-time payments and collections become clearer, the value proposition is
becoming more compelling.
Figure 4: Rising limits
UK’s Faster Payments Scheme: The UK has already
increased its maximum limit of £1,000 per individual
payment in 2008 to £250,000 in November 2015. This
limit is due to rise again to £1m.7
Belgium: Instant payments are due to go live in
November 2018 with no maximum limit on the value
of individual payments made within Belgium. A
maximum amount of €15,000 will still be applied for
payments made to other SEPA countries.
The Netherlands: Instant payments are due to go live
in May 2019, with no maximum limit on the value of
individual payments within the Netherlands.
SEPA SCT Inst: Although the scheme currently only
supports real-time payments of up to €15,000, the
SCT Inst Rulebook stresses this limit is only an “initial”
limit and can be changed for a higher maximum
amount if individual banks agree either bilaterally or
multilaterally.8
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“

While the current upper limit of
€15,000 on instant payments in
Europe is restrictive for companies
of our size, we recognise that this
limit will increase and anticipate a
number of benefits for our business

“

Carola Schmitz-Becker, Vice President,
Corporate Treasury, Deutsche Post

Instant impact: key benefits of instant payments and collections
Payments

Collections

‘Just-in-time’ payments: The ability
to make payments instantly reduces
friction in payment processes by
eliminating the concept of cut-off
times and the need to build clearing
time into payment schedules. Just
as many corporations adopt ‘just in
time’ supply chains, this can now
be mirrored in payment processes,
enhancing working capital, allowing
more precise funding, reducing costs
and maintaining facility headroom. The
elimination of trade friction and delays
also has significant implications for
supply chains.

Reducing debtors and enhancing
working capital: Real-time payments
can make credit collection processes
more dynamic and effective, and
customers can no longer make the
excuse that the payment is en route.
They can also help shorten collection
cycles, facilitating faster collection
following resolution of disputes.
This enhances working capital by
reducing funding costs and increasing
investment returns.

Supplier reach: Companies can
use real-time payments to access a
wider supplier base without incurring
additional supplier risk through digital
‘cash on delivery’.

Enabling emerging business models:
One of the biggest advantages of realtime collections is the ability to develop
and engage in new digital business
models and access a wider customer
base without taking on additional
customer credit risk.

Customer service: Companies can provide
a more responsive service to customers
– including faster refunds, incentive
payments or insurance pay-outs.
How these benefits play out depends on a company’s industry and business model. The
most cited use cases for instant payments are found in the retail sector, but there are
other clear benefits to be found in the corporate sector – consider the examples overleaf.
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Example use cases for instant payments

The tobacco company
Tobacco companies typically sell via distributors. In order to manage their exposures, they allocate a
credit limit to each distributor. When one of the distributors hits its credit limit, it makes a payment to the
tobacco company to free up credit and enable it to keep distributing tobacco.
This payment is typically made via ACH, which can take up to a day to clear. In the meantime, the
distributor cannot buy any more tobacco to sell on and the tobacco company cannot make any more
sales to that distributor – potentially costing both companies a day of sales.
With instant payments, the distributor can settle invoices as soon as funds are available, enabling both the
tobacco company and the distributor to grow sales faster.

The drinks company
Global drinks companies selling to cafes, bars and restaurants are a classic example of the
interchange between big suppliers and small buyers. On the one hand, global consumer brands are
under pressure to grow sales while managing credit risk. On the other hand, independent food and
drink outlets need to balance limited access to funding and credit with the need to have sufficient
stock to meet rapidly changing demand.
With instant payments, cafes and bars will receive funds from customers in real time. They will then be
able to use those funds to purchase and pay for additional stock in real time to meet unexpected peaks
in demand. The result is a win-win for both the big supplier and the smaller buyer, as both benefit from
sales growth and improved working capital management.

The oil refinery
One of the biggest pain points for treasury back offices in the oil and gas industry is the waiting –
waiting, say, for confirmation from the beneficiary bank that the multi-million-dollar payment for a
shipment has been received. Without this confirmation, the oil cannot be offloaded and run through the
refinery – resulting in a loss of productivity and profits.
While SWIFT gpi is significantly enhancing track-and-trace capabilities for international payments – and
indirectly reducing settlement times in the process – the anticipated expansion of instant payments
to high-value and even cross-border settlements, should enable back offices to confirm successful
settlements much more quickly.
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2. Open banking and APIs
The drivers for, and opportunities to deliver, a truly
real-time treasury go beyond payment instruments
The banking industry is currently moving away from a largely ‘static’ model,
characterised by structured, inflexible processes, to embrace new possibilities created
by the rise of “open banking” – and these have the potential to compound efficiencies
for the real-time treasury.
By using APIs, or application
programming interfaces, treasurers
can access banking services and data,
potentially in real time, through any
interface they like: their own, a third
party’s or a bank’s. As a result, open
banking gives treasurers the opportunity
to access new, value-added banking
services delivered by third parties –
building on the benefits of real-time
payments and generating a range of
efficiencies that are still being explored.

What are open APIs?
In simple terms, open APIs allow one piece of software to interact with
another, enabling authorised third-party developers to build products
and services on top of software applications to access data or process
transactions.
APIs are already familiar to every smartphone user, as weather apps,
timetables, restaurant and theatre bookings, amongst many others,
are enabled through APIs. In China, for example, as payment services
become more closely connected into social media and retail platforms,
such as WePay and Alipay, payment services are becoming an
inextricable element of the user experience. The use of APIs allows
this integration to become seamless, a key enabler of emerging digital
business models.

Treasurers can even build banking
services and data directly into their own
applications and platforms, and embed
new capabilities into solutions provided
to customers or suppliers. A strong
example of this is the recently announced SWIFT gpi for corporates pilot, with the ten
corporate participants integrating SWIFT gpi messages directly into their TMS/ERP
systems.9 As treasurers weigh up the oppurtunities, the question they must answer is
this: how do they want their new treasury system – their real-time treasury – to look
and function? And who do they want to build it with?

2.1 Drivers of open banking
Open banking is a global phenomenon, although the drivers and speed of adoption may
differ across countries and territories. In most cases, regulatory pressure plays a major role.
In Europe, for example, the second Payment Services Directive (PSD2), which
stipulates Regulatory Technical Standards for customer authentication and common,
secure open standards for communication, obliges banks to open up the data that
they hold on behalf of their customers to licensed third parties. These include Account
Information Service Providers (AISPS), who can offer customers consolidated
information on their accounts held with multiple payment service providers, and
Payment Initiation Service Providers (PISPs) who can, under instruction from the
account owner, initiate online payments – known as “push payments” – directly from
the payer’s bank account to the beneficiary (see Figure 5).
Outside Europe, similar initiatives include the Hong Kong Monetary Authority
(HKMA)’s proposed Open API framework (for which a consultation paper was issued
in January 2018), and the Reserve Bank of Australia’s final open banking review
report, published in February 2018.10
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Figure 5: PISPs and AISPs in action
1. The customer initiates a purchase with the merchant and authorises
payment via a PISP

Customer

Merchant
2. The merchant passes
on the relevant
account details and
instructs the PISP to
make a payment

Merchant’s
bank
(PISP)

3. The PISP checks that the customer has sufficient
funds in their account and, if so, transfers the
money directly to the merchant’s account.

Customer’s
bank

AISP

Customer’s
bank C
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Traditional payment models require
merchants to use an acquirer bank to request
and process payments, which are subject
to a percentage charge from the issuing
bank’s card network (such as Visa). These
intermediaries make payment processing
time-consuming and costly – issues which
PISPs resolve. PISPs can shorten payment
cycles and reduce costs for merchants.

Account Information Service Providers
(AISPs): online providers who can offer
payment service users consolidated
information. The diagram shows the AISP
acting as an intermediary – aggregating
data from the customer’s accounts held with
Banks A, B and C before feeding it back to
the customer.

Customer

Customer’s
bank A

Payment Initiation Service Providers (PISPs):
online providers who can access a user’s
payment account and initiate the transfer of
funds on their behalf (with the user’s consent
and authentication). When the customer opts
to pay using a PISP-enabled payment method,
it authorises the merchant’s bank to check the
customer’s account for sufficient funds and
then transfer the agreed fee directly to the
merchant account.

Customer’s
bank B

Previously, companies would have to obtain
their account information from each bank
individually, logging onto separate online
banking accounts to draw together the
relevant information. This made compiling a
holistic view of a company’s finances timeconsuming and complex. AISPs, however,
eliminate this difficulty – giving customers
hassle-free access to all their financial data.

2.2 The value of open banking for
corporate treasurers
Open APIs are a catalyst for processing
information and transactions in new and
more efficient ways. Retail banking is the
focus of many open banking initiatives, but
the value proposition in corporate banking
is also compelling. Open APIs are also
prompting banks to be more collaborative
with the wider financial ecosystem and to
harness APIs to offer new value-added
services to corporate clients.

“

At Deutsche Post, we are now
exploring how APIs and PISPs could
be used to help us initiate payments
from our accounts with Deutsche
Bank in Italy, Spain, Portugal and
Germany, to our primary liquidity
bank situated in the Netherlands

“

Carola Schmitz-Becker,
Vice President, Corporate Treasury, Deutsche Post

The online retailer
Online retailers typically receive payments via bank transfer and through debit and
credit card payments.
For payments made via bank transfer, the retailer incurs a credit risk if goods are
dispatched before payment is received. With instant payments, settlements will
occur in seconds, significantly reducing the credit risk for the retailer.
For credit and debit card payments, retailers typically wait two to three days for
settlement via their merchant acquirer or payment service provider. With the
introduction of instant payments, service providers such as Mastercard and Visa
are beginning to introduce faster settlement options.
However, it’s when instant payment legislation is combined with open banking
legislation and API technology that retailers can begin to see true transformation
happening in the payment landscape.
In this scenario, the buyer chooses to pay via direct “push” payment, rather than by
debit or credit card. This entitles the retailer’s bank to transfer funds directly from
the buyer’s account to the retailer account. This process – executed via an instant
payment format such as SCT Inst – would eliminate the settlement period of two
to three days and potentially avoid the transactions costs incurred when using
traditional card rails.
In this way, the retailer has the opportunity to not only reduce working capital
and funding requirements by two to three days, but also to increase profit margin
by the 2% to 3% typically charged for credit card transactions.
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2.2.1. Examples of value-added services through open APIs
1. Real-time push payments:
Businesses that currently collect a large proportion of their payments from debit- or
credit-card transactions stand to benefit from so-called “push” payments. These use
the PISP model described in Figure 5 to transfer funds directly from the buyer account
to the seller account – saving time and cost by bypassing traditional card acquirer
processes and fees. This approach can be seen in Deutsche Bank’s pilot programme,
developed in partnership with the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and
announced in May 2018.11
2. Real-time balance and transaction reporting:
Today, corporate treasurers capture banking data through proprietary connections
with each bank, or through a multi-bank connectivity solution such as SWIFT. Using
multiple banking systems adds cost and risk, particularly as systems typically have
different user maintenance and security tools, and may be managed by different parts
of the business. Whether accessing data through proprietary channels or SWIFT, this
information is generally in the form of MT940 (end-of-day statement) or MT942 (intraday statement) messages. Delays in receiving bank balance and transaction information
can compromise treasurers’ ability to manage liquidity effectively, leading to higher
borrowing costs or lower investment returns, and potentially credit risk by leaving cash
on account overnight.
Under the provisions of PSD2, corporates will be able to use a single AISP to gain an
aggregated, potentially real-time view of balance and transaction information across
accounts held with multiple banks. This eliminates the cost, risk and inconvenience of
using different proprietary systems, whilst also offering value beyond the use of SWIFT
through more timely access to data. By accessing balance and transaction data through
a single channel, and in a single format, this can be integrated more seamlessly with
internal systems for cash and liquidity management and account reconciliation.
3. Streamlined liquidity consolidation:
Similarly, the use of PISPs under PSD2, could also be used (alongside instant payments,
and AISPs) to enable corporates to better manage their liquidity. In particular, they
could achieve the benefits of cash pooling across multiple banks by transferring funds
between local bank accounts and the corporate’s ‘target’ treasury account.
4. Enhanced cash-flow forecasting:
By using application programme interfaces (APIs) to access both bank and internal
systems, treasurers have the potential to significantly improve the timeliness,
consistency and completeness of cash-flow forecasting information, particularly in
combination with robotic process automation (RPA) and artificial intelligence (AI).
According to the Euromoney survey, 57% of corporate treasurers say that they plan to
use APIs to support their cash forecasting and cash concentration processes across
multiple banking partners.12
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“

Moving forward, I
would like to see a
solution that could
offer me a real-time,
consolidated view of
my balance across
multiple accounts. I
would prefer to work
with an independent
party on the
development of such
a solution, and for all
twelve core banks to
participate

“

Boris Jendruschewitz,
Vice President, Corporate
Finance, Otto Group

3. Real-time liquidity
One of the biggest effects of the shift to instant or realtime domestic payments and collections, and faster
cross-border payments, is the impact on liquidity
According to the Euromoney survey, 86.9% of respondents believed that instant
payments will have a positive impact on liquidity planning, forecasting and cash
investment.13 Nearly 50% of Euromoney’s surveyed treasurers identified liquidity
management as the area with the most pressing need for automated functions, which,
when combined with real-time capabilities, could enable corporates to reduce their
working capital buffer and borrowing requirements – instead putting funds to work on
new investment opportunities.14
Currently, funding and investment instruments are structured on a daily, weekly
or monthly basis, with interest calculated on a daily basis. The ability to make and
receive payments 24/7 forces a change in this model. Inevitably, we are likely to see
the emergence of intra-day liquidity with interest calculated hourly or even minute by
minute. However, while real-time funding and investment solutions are in their nascent
stages, liquidity management solutions are already available and have a major role to
play in the real-time treasury of today and of the future.
Section 2.2 explained how the combination of instant payments, open banking and
APIs could enable real-time multi-bank cash concentration. In this section, we look at
other developments that enable real-time liquidity management.
3.1 Intra-day cash pooling
As real-time payments and collections gain traction, and treasurers seek to support
the global liquidity and risk management needs of the business more proactively,
the demand for intra-day cash pooling is growing. While most cash-pooling
arrangements, such as zero-balancing and target balancing, involve an end-ofday sweep between the master and participant accounts, intra-day cash pooling
allows for multiple sweeps during the course of the day. This ensures that cash is
centralised at a group level more dynamically, potentially reducing borrowing costs
and optimising interest returns.
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Case study

Clarity delivered instantly: Deutsche Post and intra-day sweeping
Deutsche Post holds euro and sterling accounts with
Deutsche Bank, covering its activities in Germany,
Portugal, Spain and the UK, with its main treasury account
located in the Netherlands with a third-party bank.
Until recently, funds held in the various Deutsche Bank
subsidiary accounts were swept into the master account at
the end of each day, with funds available at the third-party
bank on the following business day. While this enabled
Deutsche Post to consolidate its liquidity from day to day,
there was a delay in the company’s ability to access liquidity
and invest funds in the marketplace.
With this in mind, Deutsche Post partnered with Deutsche
Bank to implement an upgraded zero-balancing system
that carries out intra-day sweeps from local subsidiary
accounts into the master account. This offers the treasury
an instant and clear overview of its aggregated liquidity
positions across countries – hugely valuable for identifying
and deploying free cash, as well as producing accurate
cash-flow forecasts.
Deutsche Post is also looking into the possibility of using
other innovations to build out a more real-time treasury. For
instance, it is interested in using APIs to pool information
from Deutsche Bank and its other banking partners around
the world to establish a comprehensive, global picture of
its cash positions, inclusive of all banks, geographies and
currencies. At the same time, it is exploring the potential
of virtual accounts as a means of freeing trapped liquidity
through instant cash concentration.

What is Deutsche Post?
Deutsche Post DHL Group
(Deutsche Post) is the world’s
largest mail and logistics
company, managing more
than one million customer
interactions per hour across
220 countries and territories,
and generating revenues of
more than €60bn in 2017.

“

We are very interested in the idea
of operating virtual accounts for our
European cash pools. This would play
nicely into our existing zero-balancing
approach – ensuring that subsidiaries
receiving instant payments outside
business hours do not trap cash in lowyielding accounts, and removing the
need for a year-end bank confirmation.
Crucially, however, we need our bank
to provide a wholesale solution - and
one that doesn’t require us to notify our
buyers and suppliers that our account
numbers have changed

“
Copyright: Deutsche Post DHL Group
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Carola
Schmitz-Becker
Vice President,
Corporate
Treasury,
Deutsche Post

Copyright: Deutsche Post DHL Group

“

Deutsche Post has a strong, forward-thinking strategy when it comes to
treasury. Its new system gives it vastly improved visibility over its cash
positions in both euros and sterling, and enables it to improve interest
returns by sweeping collected funds before end-of-day cut-off times

Walter Genter,
Senior Sales Cash
Management at
Deutsche Bank

“

3.2. Instant cash concentration through virtual accounts
‘Virtual’ account solutions are emerging as a complement to ‘collection on behalf of’
(COBO) programmes, which treasury departments globally are increasingly making
use of. COBO and ‘payment on behalf of’ (POBO) services allow treasurers to channel
collections or payments through a single account on behalf of group companies
– meaning individual entities may no longer need to manage individual holding
accounts.
Under a COBO arrangement, treasuries benefit from being able to centralise liquidity
into one account, without needing to set up cash-pooling arrangements. However,
while bank relationships and account management become far easier, reconciling
incoming flows into a single account can be problematic. Customers may be obliged to
pay into an overseas account, incurring cross-border payment fees and making them
feel disconnected from the entity they do business with: virtual accounts present a
compelling solution.
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Figure 6: Virtual accounts vs. physical cash sweeping
Before
Business accounts held across different geographies have their funds swept into the country’s
domestic in-house bank (IHB) account, before being swept again into a master account held in the
United Kingdom. The intra- and inter-bank processing required is inefficient in terms of speed and
cost, and reduces companies’ visibility over their funds.
UNITED KINGDOM

SPAIN

IHB | EUR | DB

ITALY

IHB | EUR | DB

Collections
EUR | Third-party local bank
Multi-bank sweep

IHB | EUR | DB

Payments
EUR | DB

Payments
EUR | DB
Physical cash sweeping

Collections
EUR | Third-party local bank

Physical account

After
Collections received via virtual account numbers are fed directly into the UK-based master account.
Functionally, the local, individual accounts remain, but in a ‘shadow’ capacity. All of the virtual account
numbers are associated with one physical, master account, eliminating the need for intra-bank cash
sweeping and providing full visibility over cash positions.
Inter-bank sweeps are still required from local collection accounts, but funds are swept directly into
the UK master account – with no further intra-bank sweeps. This reduces administration, saving
time and reducing costs.
UNITED KINGDOM

SPAIN

ITALY

IHB | EUR | DB

Collections
EUR | Third-party local bank
Instant Cash concentration
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Effectively shadow, or ledger, accounts, virtual accounts are linked to a single physical
bank account. Companies can decide whether to set up one virtual account per customer,
per entity or per business line – and payments made through the virtual account numbers
can be automatically consolidated into the business’ central account without need for
cash pooling. The treasury will benefit from a functional reduction in external accounts,
while gaining immediate visibility over and access to cash. The virtual account solution
also improves customer experience, as corporates are able to provide customers with local
account details.
Virtual accounts enable real-time cash concentration, through rationalisation of bank
accounts and elimination of cash sweeps. But this is a single-bank solution, as the
virtual account number must link to a physical bank account.
Traditionally, multi-bank cash concentration structures are inefficient due to early cut-off
times. Yet by combining open banking, instant payments and API technology, treasurers
can view and manage balances across multiple banks in real time, as illustrated in Figure 6.
3.3. Real-time in-house-bank accounting and reporting
Virtual accounts facilitate automatic reconciliation and account posting both to the
in-house bank intercompany ledgers and to accounts payable and accounts receivable
ledgers. The virtual account number can be used as a field to help define rules for
automatic reconciliation and allocation of incoming flows, and as a marker for posting
associated intercompany entries. This simplified, transparent framework will be
instrumental in real-time treasury, as treasurers increasingly rely on automated, realtime processes to manage liquidity and risk more dynamically.
On the other hand, Virtual Ledger Manager (VLM) is the tool used to manage
intercompany accounts, including intercompany interest and intercompany balances.
Using virtual accounts helps enable the automated posting to the correct intercompany
account in the VLM. In addition, the VLM enables real-time transfers between
intercompany accounts without moving cash.
The VLM model can also support corporates that work with multiple banking
partners. In particular, banks can offer their clients new multi-banking VLM platforms
through which clients will be able to leverage one VLM platform for all their virtual
account needs. By embracing multi-banking, VLM takes the real-time treasury
concept, with dynamic concentration of cash, and enables businesses to reconcile
flows automatically at a global level – delivering particular value to multinational
corporations with global operations.
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4. Real-time FX management
For treasurers operating across borders and
currencies, the value of real-time payments,
collections and liquidity management will be limited
unless foreign exchange exposures can also be
managed in real time
4.1 Real-time currency conversion
Currently, there are significant
differences in the way that banks
handle the FX element of a cross-border
payment transaction.
According to the Euromoney survey,
66.8% of respondents would implement
a solution that offered automated 24/7
conversion based on real-time FX rates of
inbound and outbound foreign currency
payments if it were available.15 In fact,
innovative solutions are already helping
to revolutionise the way FX transactions
are executed by connecting the payment
and FX element of the transaction, and
ensuring conversions are processed
automatically and in real time.
4.2 Real-time FX exposure management
In addition to cross-currency payments,
identifying, monitoring and managing FX
exposures is a core treasury task given
the material impact that FX volatility can
have on corporate earnings.
The first step is to achieve real-time
visibility of FX exposures, which has
implications on the way that information
flows from the business as well as from
banking partners.
Second, the ability to analyse, identify
and hedge on a dynamic basis, and
therefore minimise both the value of
exposures and the impact of intraday volatility, will become increasingly
important as a wider spectrum of
companies expand internationally. By
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How Deutsche Bank does real-time FX
Deutsche Bank’s corporate FX offering connects payments directly
with the bank’s FX operations to offer automated 24/7 conversion
of both inbound and outbound FX payments in over 120 currencies,
based on real-time rates, and with date and time stamps for each
transaction and conversion. This offers benefits in a variety of
scenarios, including:
Reduction in bank accounts
Treasurers may decide that they no longer need to maintain bank
accounts in their smaller currencies, therefore reducing FX risk and
the bank account administration burden.
Improved supply chain relationships, reduced costs
In regions such as Asia and Latin America, trade is usually conducted
in US dollars or other “hard” currencies. In the past, local suppliers,
that did not hold an account in these hard currencies, or were unable
to manage the costs and risks of doing so, had to pay their bank to
convert incoming invoices into their local currency. They would then
have to pass on this cost to their customers by building them into the
price of their goods and services. However, by leveraging Deutsche
Bank’s FX services, a company can pay a supplier in its local
currency without having to open a foreign currency account. This
enables the company to negotiate better conditions for the supply of
goods and services as the FX component is eliminated. Our clients
tell us they are making savings of 3–5% on the invoice amount using
this solution, which has significant commercial implications when
applied across multiple suppliers and currencies.
Reducing the FX administration burden
Many treasury functions choose to manage FX using a materiality
threshold: for example, only managing amounts greater than
€100,000 or equivalent. However, these amounts can become
material in highly volatile currencies, particularly across a number
of currencies. Deutsche Bank’s automatic conversion capabilities
enable treasurers to manage these smaller exposures without
adding to the administration burden.

doing so, treasurers can minimise the negative impact of FX exposures, and the associated
financial and reputational risk.
This is already achievable through Deutsche Bank’s DB Maestro, an FX automation
workflow platform. Maestro creates bespoke risk management solutions in real time using
a sophisticated rules-based engine. The platform aggregates data from multiple sources,
including enterprise resource planning (ERP), treasury management systems (TMS)
and other internal systems to calculate treasury’s net currency exposure and apply userdefined rules to execute tailored hedges automatically.
However, to take full advantage of this, treasurers must ensure their internal booking, sales
and ERP systems register exposures as quickly as possible (preferably as soon as they are
generated) and then feed this information as quickly as possible into their bank’s FX risk
management platform.
That said, the move to registering and feeding exposure data to the platform in real
time can be a gradual process. Treasurers can start by using the data they already have
available, in whatever frequency their systems can support, to begin executing hedges in a
matter of seconds – even if they are not yet responding to exposures in real time. As their
internal systems and processes are refined, they can adapt the rules and parameters they
have with their bank to inform faster and more comprehensive hedges – until eventually
the process is ongoing and fully real-time.

“

All cross-currency payment
transactions have an FX conversion
element. However, often the
FX conversion and booking
process is disconnected from
the rest of the transaction so the
corporate treasurer cannot see
what foreign exchange rate was
applied and when

“

Jeff Smeeton, GTB FX4Cash
EMEA Head at Deutsche Bank
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5. Robotic Process Automation
and Artificial Intelligence
Real-time payments and APIs create the “mechanics”
behind real-time treasury processes. However,
treasury does not add value simply by processing
transactions, but rather by analysing situations
and making decisions to optimise liquidity and risk
management, and by supporting business strategy
As the corporation itself increasingly conducts business in real time, the demands on
treasury to make timely decisions based on real-time information are also increasing.
New technologies, such as robotic process automation (RPA) and artificial intelligence
(AI), are helping treasurers to meet these demands whilst reducing costs and creating
ways to offer additional value. This leaves the treasurer free to concentrate on
strategic decisions - only intervening to deal with exceptional cases.
5.1 Robotic process automation and artificial intelligence: the difference
RPA refers to the use of software “robots” to mimic human actions. The robot uses
business rules and predefined logic to autonomously execute multiple processes
and tasks, with human involvement only required in exceptional cases.
In contrast, AI involves the simulation of human intelligence by machines. Machine
learning is a subset of artificial intelligence that uses statistical techniques and trialand-error calculations to give computers the ability to “learn” – to access data and use
that data to progressively improve performance on a specific task.
5.2 Use cases in treasury
5.2.1. AI in receivables management
Managing credit and collections effectively is crucial for improving working capital
metrics, reducing bad debts and customer credit, and minimising the cost of
administration. To this end, companies such as US-based HighRadius, Receivable
Savvy, and Germany’s collectAI are now using self-learning solutions to provide
greater intelligence in receivables management, from setting data-driven customer
credit limits to prioritising and identifying the best method to contact debtors.
Other systems, such as YayPay, look at a customer’s payment habits and then apply
machine learning to predict the payment date, improving cash-flow forecasting and
liquidity planning, and enabling credit and collection teams to make processes that
are more responsive to individual customer payment behaviours.
These tools also use AI to help increase automatic reconciliation rates and cash
allocation by learning and refining rules based on data received from different banks,
systems and previous manual interventions.
5.2.2. RPA/AI in accounts payable
Although e-invoicing and the use of electronic invoice portals are becoming more
prevalent, many companies still receive invoices in hard copy or by email. This means
transferring invoice data to the accounting or payments system and matching the
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invoice against a purchase order – a process that requires significant manual effort and
adds to the risk of error or fraud. Manual input of invoice information also adds to the risk
of error or fraud in payment processes.
RPA offers the ability to automate the retrieval, extraction and input of invoice data,
validating individual invoices against supplier lists, and reconciling them with the relevant
purchase orders, so that users deal only with exceptions.
5.2.3. AI in cash-flow forecasting
One of the most compelling use cases for RPA and AI is in cash flow forecasting,
which remains a critical challenge for treasurers. According to PwC’s Global Treasury
Benchmarking Survey, 75% of treasurers still struggle to produce an accurate cash-flow
forecast at a given point in time, let alone in real time.16
Financial technology companies such as CashLab, Taiga and Cashforce, however, are now
using rules-based logic to collate, process and visualise large volumes of data extracted
from multiple internal and external sources and layer on different factors to create a cashflow forecast. These factors can include: the timing of payment runs; recorded customer
payment behaviour, historical trends and patterns/seasonality, work in process, rebate
schedules, and factoring parameters. These platforms also enable users to simulate a series
of alternative future cash-flow scenarios, and immediately see the impact of changing key
variables (such as the historic payment behaviour) on future cash flow.
While rules-based cash-flow forecasting is not new, AI tools can bring together far larger
data volumes than many previous systems, such as historic data, and learn and refine
rules and recommendations over time, based on forecast accuracy. This approach can
better highlight risk in the forecast, and identify optimal liquidity management strategies.
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6. Realising the real-time treasury
While a fully real-time treasury remains a vision for the
future, its building blocks are already in place, with the
instruments, solutions and technology that real-time
treasury will rely on already proven and in use
As treasurers seek new ways to support and partner the business, and fulfil their
liquidity and risk obligations, they should be looking to take early advantage of some
of these new opportunities, whether building banking services into their platforms
using APIs, leveraging AI to enhance risk analytics and forecasting, or pioneering justin-time payments.
The immediate value of, and ability to realise, the real-time treasury vision will vary
across industries and individual organisations, depending on their scope of activity,
commercial and financial drivers, and technological sophistication. However, treasuries
will inevitably, incrementally, be forced to operate in real time. Although there are
operational and cultural implications, the move to real time will allow treasurers to
partner the business in new ways and add demonstrable value to the organisation.

APIs and open
banking/PSD2

Instant
Payments

Artificial
Intelligence
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Figure 7: Assessing the benefits of a real-time treasury
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Real-time treasury, at its optimum capacity, will drive enhanced investment returns,
working capital and improved management of credit and FX risks, while being more
secure and transparent than the paper-based processes that came before it. We are
standing on the shoulders of existing technology – and can only foresee as far its
capacities allow. But one thing is for sure – amid evolving technology and business
climates, regulation and ways of doing business, the transformation of treasury into a
real-time operation holds enormous potential.
For more information, and to learn more about how Deutsche Bank can help your
organisation take steps along the road to real-time treasury, visit db.com/cm

#tomorrowstreasury
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